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results for the efficiency of the sound generating process as a function of time
indicate that the efficiency is smaller for a transonic source than for a subsonic
source. Hence there is no support for a pumping principle. Finally, experimental
work shows that the superposition principle holds better for a transonic source than
for either a subsonic or a supersonic source. This surprising result rules out
nonlinearities as the cause of the observed boost in sound pressure level for the
transonic source.

,-In Part II of this report we discuss how the sound signal generated by a laser
source is affected by various source and receiver parametersr,< Previously, work on
the laser source has been limited to determination of the root mean square sound
pressure level as a function of the angle between the receiver and the initial
source location. Since the source is moved, the signal received by the hydrophone
varies markedly as the source and geometrical parameters of the systems vary. This
study determines the relative importance of these parameters. The results could
prove to be very useful if the thermoacoustic source is ever employed as an
underwater communications device.

In tnis study a numerical code was used to simulate the acoustic signal observed by
a receiver as the source parameters (such as velocity and modulation frequency) and
geometrical parameters (such as the initial range and angle between the source and
receiver) are varied.. Temporal and amplitude signal properties are examined. It is
shown that the amplitude properties are, in general, more sensitive to the changes
in the system than the temporal properties. Further, it is demonstrated that the
source speed ard the angle between the source and hydrophone are the most critical
parameters.
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SOUND GENERATION BY A
TRANS ONICALLY MOVING

LASER SOURCE
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Laser induced sound has been the subject of research around the world

for the past 20 years. Much of this work is summarized in two review articles by

Lvamshev and Sedov and Lyamshev and Naugol'nykh. 2 There are five mecha-

nisms for the generation of sound by a laser: electrostriction, thermal expansion.

surface evaporation, explosive boiling, and optical breakdown. Which of these

sound generating processes is dominant depends on the laser and fluid parame-

ters, especially the laser beam energy density. Although the optoacoustic energy

conversion efficiency of the mechanism of thermal expansion is relatively low,

this is the mechanism that has been primarily investigated because the process is

easily controllable, and is capable of producing a highly directional sound source.

In the thermal mechanism, the heating of the medium by a laser causes

a temperature rise and a corresponding density drop. Modulation of the laser at

frequency f thus generates sound waves at that frequency.

The first substantial work on the generation of sound by heat may be

attributed to Ingard3 who derived a wave equation describing the sound field of

a lossless medium containing heat sources. Application of this work to the sound

generated by a laser was first described by Westervelt and Larson," who derived

the equlations which describe the process. Muir, Culbertson, and ('lynch s later

2
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3

conducted the first experiments to verify the predictions of Westervelt and Larson.

This experimental work was limited to the case where the laser beam is stationary

so that heat deposition is confined to a fixed portion of the medium. The energy

conversion efficiency for this scheme was found to be quite low, prompting further

study into means of enhancing the sound generation efficiency. Bunkin et al., 6 '7

Bozhkov et al.,' and Lyamshev and Sedov u suggested that a means C2 increasing

the efficiency of sound generation is through the use of a moving thermoacoustic

source, in which the laser beam is scanned across a volume of the liquid. They

argued that moving the source at Mach 1 could boost the efficiency of the process

by causing all of the sound pressures in the direction of motion to add coherently.

Berthelot and Busch-Vishniac 0 - 12 conducted an extensive analytical

and experimental study of moving thermoacoustic sources. Unlike the analy-

ses reported in the Soviet literature, their work is valid for both the nearfield and

the farfield, includes the effect of an air-water interface, uses a time domain ap-

proach, and includes the effects of a finite beamwidth. Their theoretical model for

moving thermoacoustic sources is based on the linear wave equation derived by

Larson. 3 Their approach uses numerical predictions based on a convolution-type

summation between the impulse response of the system and the thermoacous-

tic source strength. This theory is well supported by experimental results for

the cases of subsonic and supersonic motions of the source. However, a ma-

jor discrepancy was found for the transonic case where the theoretical model

significantly underestimates the measured sound pressure level. Figure (1 -1),

reproduced from Ref. 12, is typical of the results obtained by Berthelot and

Busch-Vishniac. Note that there is roughly a 25 dB disagreement between the

predicted and measured results near Mach I. Based on these results and articles

ptublished in Soviet journal s2,1 - 16 it was suspected that nonlineair effects became
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important near Mach 1. In particular, it was suggested that the coefficient of

nonlinearity and the specific heat of the medium may both change as the source

moves, due to the associated temperature changes.

In recent years, several theories have been proposed for increasing the

transduction efficiencies of the thermoacoustic generation of sound. One ot them,

discussed by Hsieh1 7 and Pierce and Hsieh,18 predicted that the rate of acoustic

energy production per unit volume is proportional to the product of the rate of

heat addition per unit volume and the local acoustic pressure presently existing

S. at the same point. According to this principle, for maximum efficiency the laser

energy deposition scheme should create a traveling acoustic wave and then sys-

tematically pump up its amplitude by always adding energy at places where the

acoustic pressure has a local maximum.

This report discusses an attempt to determine whether nonlinear inter-

actions may explain the observed discrepancy near Mach 1. The work is partly

analytical, partly numerical, and partly experimental. The numerical work is

based on the work by Berthelot.19

Chapter 2 examines the effect of including fluid properties which vary

with temperature through a nonlinear equation of state. A linear, second order

wave equation is derived which contains terms to second order in the specific heat

and coefficient of thermal expansion of the medium. The effects of these terms

in the wave equation are examined theoretically and numerically. Pressure-tine

waveforms, generated with and without these terms, are compared.

The efficiency of thermoacoustic radiation is the subject of Chapter 3.

The expression for efficiency defined by Pierce2' is evaluated numerically as a

function of time for subsonic and transonic motions of the thermoacoustic source

on the water surface.

N ON0
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Chapter 4 presents experimental observations designed to determine the

importance of nonlinear effects. Verification of the superposition principle is dis-

cussed for sources moving at Mach numbers less than, equal to, and greater than

one. A detailed description of the experiment and equipment used is also given.

Finally, the results of this part of the study are summarized and relevant

conclusions are drawn in Chapter 5.

N S



CHAPTER 2

'p

DERIVATION AND ANALYSIS OF THE LINEAR SECOND

ORDER WAVE EQUATION FOR THERMOACOUSTIC SOUND

GENERATION

As mentioned earlier, the theoretical model developed by Berthelot and

.'. Busch-Vishniac' 2 for moving thermoacoustic sources underestimates the mea-

sured sound pressure level when the source moves at speeds near Mach 1. Several

attempts have been made to explain the discrepancy between theoretical and ex-

,. perimental results for transonic motion of the source on the water surface. One

such theory, proposed by Soviet scientists, 2
,4-16 put forward the idea that the

thermodynamic variables of the medium cannot be taken as invariant. They sug-

gested that the time rate of change of these properties becomes too important to

be neglected, especially for source speeds near Mach 1. In particular, concern was

expressed regarding the specific heat, C, an(1 coefficient of thermal expansion. 3.

In this chapter we examine the possible effects of a temperature (and

time) varying set of properties of the medium. We develop the partial different ial

equation describing sound generation in le tiedin m from the stan(lar(l. linear

continuity and conservatiotn of ni)lonlelt ii eq(iations, and a nonlinear slate equa-

tion. The state equation we ise itl ileh s thle norinal first orler ternis pluis the

second order term which goes as the s5(jIare of lie c'ntropy generated d(ie to the

7
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heat Input to the systemi. Ml ot her second order terms In thle equation of state

are neglected. In this manner we specifically examine only the nonlinear effect

a, at trib~utable to the laser source supplying sufficient heat to cause a change Ii the

proertesof t he nielitinn. "I'lle order of miagni tude of each of the resulting secondl

order source terms Ii thle acoustic generation equat ion is estimated to fi nd those

which dominate. 'I'l( pressure-timie response is computed and plottedl for each of

lhe predlominant source termns, andl compared to the first ordler source terni.

2-1 DERIVATION OF THE ENERGY AND WAVE EQUATIONS

Let P = (pu + po) be the total pressure in the medium, where Po is the

static pressure and p is tile acoustic pressure generated by the thermal mechia-

nism. Similarly let p = (po + t6 p) be the total density, T =(To + 6T) the total

temperature, and .9 (so + 6s) the total specific entropy of the fluid medium.

Th le terms Po. To, and so refer to the equlibrium properties of the m-ediumn and

-p p, 7, and .s are those portions resulting from acoustic disturbances.

The linearized continuity and momentum equations are

pou + vp 0 (2-1.2)

Ilere u Is the particle velocity in the medium and the subscript t denotes a

tuyne (derivat ive. F or simiplicityv, it has been assumed t hat the medium is lossless.

iioucolivect inrg. uniform, am. d irrotatiouial.

Ili tilie st andlard equat ion of state used Ii acoust ics, one assumies t hat

lie den sj t v of thle rnedilil iimay% be expressed solely iii terms of tile Pressure. F.or.

turin l geeatdson it is neesr o recognize that thle dlensi ty of thli

11i"'M'iin I!,. ili genieral, a fiudion of two Independent t heriodvnamic variables

%0*
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rather than one. 'We chose to allow the independent, variables to be the specific

entropy and pressure. Hence the state equation for this thermal process is

p = p(P.) (2-1.3)

Ve use a second order Taylor series expansion to approximate bp by

bp=: p + s + - ( +s+ 2  (2 -1.4)
09 C) 2 Ns2 0

where we have neglected the other second order terms because we assume that

variations in s resulting from heating of the medium dominate over variations

in p. By definition, the sound speed, c, is given by the relation
&' ° * Op (2-1.5)

Therefore,

OP - .
(2-1.6)

Ilie coefficient of thermal expansion, j3, is defined as

J3 = I p , (2 -1 .7 )

pOaT

Or orl1p! Os

O* = p O s Yp (2-1.8)

But, from thermodynamics,

7"  T 
(2-1.9)

where (' is the specilic heat of the mediuni. Therefore,

p O1:; P P 
(2 1.10)

O)P 1 p-3T

-, 

1P

11%
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Differentiating Eq. (2- 1 .11) with respect to s, we get

0 2  
_ po/oTo [1 OT /+ 1-- p 1 (

0, - [TOs 3OOs o Po O, s o 0 N9)

We mav use Eq. (2- 1.11) to express 2,} in Eq. (2-1.12), but -o o Lq,0

and 2C 'o are, as yet, unknown. In general, T, /9, and (' are functions of both

P and s. However, since we are assuming that the entropy production dominates
over sound generation, and since these coefficients appear in the highest retained

order of our approximation for bp, we may approximate T. /3, and Cp as functions

of s only. Therefore we may write 2 6s as 63 and similarly define 6T and 6Cp.

Then, our expansion for 6p produces

6P po3oTo 6 - 2  6s 6-2 -+ + (2-1.13)c 20 To CPO 4
where 6s is approximated to first order as bp- .Differentiating Eq. (2-1.13)

with respect to time yields

Pt PoOoT (6Cp)t (6T)t (6/3)t (Sp)t + P
% c 2C L 0 -TO o 0 P 0 c4j

/3opoTo r CP 6T 6/9 bp
2(.>- L 2 --- + i (2-1.14)

Eq. (2-1.14) contains terms which explicitly depend upon the time rate

of change of entropy produced by the laser heating of the medium. We prefer

to express the density perturbation instead in terms of the heat supplied by the

@ _laser, so we use the second law of thermodynamics to relate the entropy and heat.

Note that this assumes that all of the heat results in an entropy change.I q q 1 ( 5
St (2-1.15

pT (po + 6p)(To + 6T)

By taking the binomial expansion of the denominator and retaining the leading

tqms7" hve(2 1.16)

t

1*. .Ni



where q is the heat input per unit volume per unit time. Substituting Eq. (2 -1.16)
into Eq. (2-1.14) and keeping leading terms, Eq. (2 1.14) simplifies to

,. [ _ _ _ _

* t Po3oTo (6Cp)t (6T)t (6 3)t (6p) Pt

co Po CPO To 30 po poc2J

+ Io L.L 2 3+b (2-1.17)
2C'p0 L0 ,, TO PO Po pc(J

Multiplying Eq. (2-1.1) throughout by p, we have

p(V -u) Lt,(..u) .-Pt .(2-1.18)

Po

Taking u. of Eq. (2-1.2) yields

u.- (pout) = -u• Vp = -V • (pu) + p( • u) (2-1.19)

Therefore

p(V u) = u. (pout) + V -(pu) (2-1.20)

Equating p(V • u) from Eqs. (2-1.18) and (2-1.20),

p

u (pout) + V.(pu) -- Pt , (2-1.21)
Po

which may be rewritten as

pu2 + v . (pu) --- pt (2-1.22)

Equation (2-1.22) may be interpreted as an energy equation. 'Fhe terms on the

left hand side are the kinetic and potential energies per unit volume per unit

time, and the term on the right hand side is the source factor. Note that since

the source terni depen(ls upon rho. tihe second order terms in tie equation of

st ate have the affect of acti ng as new sonurce terms.

,era
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Substituting for pt from Eq. (2-1.17) in Eq. (2-1.22) yields

1 2) + Pu)+ Pt 4TOP 6, Pt (CP)t _ ](2 Po C 2 CPOo o P o C"o tC 24

Cpo CO To po poC p0

Pu +P [_

It is this equation, combined with the conservation of linear momentum and

conservation of mass. that will be used to produce a wave equation for the thermo-

acoustic source. This energy equation is also useful in discussing the efficiency of

thermioacoustic generation as will be discussed in the next chapter. For now, it is

sufficient to note that the leading order source term in Eq. (2-1.23) goes as the

product of q and p. and that all other source terms involve the product of p and

. % other thermodynamic variables.

Consider the energy equation, Eq. (2-1.23). Multiplying throughout by

(-polp) and regrouping produces
Pu ""Pt _

-(pout + V,,- po(V. u)-

30q [2+ -/ 6,Cp 6T bp -p
2CPo[O 30 C T0  po poC2J

+3 0To Po 68 (CP)t Tt _t Pt p+ Pt (2 1.24)
G2Co C - To -o Po Pocj

Using the momentum equation, Eq. (2-1.2)1 Eq. (2-1.2-1) reduces to

-po(V uoP 6 [Up)) 
T , -2 p, + _PP ]

-pu(Vu)- 2('o [ 'PO o o p3 o poucJ

/3oq [6 6C ' T 6 P 1
2(o o -o 2u Pu poj (2 1.25)

I) iffreritiating tiis equat ion with respect to t yields

Ptt 3o, , ;o s (cp,)"t ,' I ( P"t Mt"-'
-po . - L 2 0' ( ( ' tt + 2 J

(. C2 9C( 7i 3o o oC

et

A U
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3oTopo [(c,) T 3j p t Pt]
+ St C +

2CPo O' o TO 30 po poci]

- 3 toqt [+ 63 hkC 61' b p -P
2 CP 2+30 CP 7 p0 poco

Joq 3t _(C~f Tt Pt Pt12C -[3o Cpo 7o po pc (2 1.26)

Equation (2-1.26) may be reduced using the divergence of the momen-

tum equation (Eq. (2-1.2)) to yield the wave equation including second order

terms attributed to time varying thermodynamic parameters:

2 - Pit 3 oTopo ( _ _ Ttt j3tt p tt p it1

2C C P To ;3o Po poc0

2CPo 1 3 CpO To Po pCg2

30q [3 (CP)t T, Pt Pt] (2-1.27)
2CP 1 0 C. To Po p-o (

Note that although the left hand side of this equation contains the stan-

dard acoustic terms, there are also pressure dependent terms on the right hand

side of Eq. (2-1.27). Note also that there are 20 new terms which appear on

the source side of the equation and which result directly from the inclusion of a

nonlinear equation of state. The remaining term on the right hand side is the

leading order source term which appears in the Westerveld-Larson equation.

The wave equation derived above is too complicated to he analyzed

theoretically or numerically. Its complexity can be reduced by making certain

simplifying assumptions. and exaininiig the orders of magnitude of sonie of the

source terms. There are two operations which niay be readily applied to reduce

the complexity of Eq. (2- 1.27): eliminating p using the eequal ion of state, an x -

pressing all time derivatives of thernmodvnamic quanlit ies in terins of derivat ires

6
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with resl)ect to teml)erat tire and tline derivatives of temperature.

To eliminate p from Eq. (2 1.27), we rewrite 6p. P. and p,, using the

leading order terms in the state equation. (This is permissit)le since, the terms

involving rho are all second order.) Making this substitution in Lq. (2 1.27)

Yields

2  P _ 
3o7'upo t t() T.t , 3toqt

Gc6 2 (P 0 L ]30 +

. [qt 2 + + T 30T ]
2C (3 o Cpo 7 o puc' ( Ip

.3(j, P t (('I,)t Pt ]. () [- , -F 1(2-1.28)

('ro 1o - 'p petCJ

where we recognize q pT.st - poTo s.

If the thermodynamic quantities C, and .3 are functions of a single ther-

moldynamic variable. as assumed, then, we may express them as C,(T) and 3(7').

'sing the chain rule, then. we may rewrite Eq. (2 -1.28) as

V 2  Ptt _ 3 oqt +3 WC 67 21
P c 2C o 2 3o C,0  To pocg J0,q T, To _ 1

iT 0T TO OT TO Pt
-p 3o GO PoC

2L5 2.1

+ o; 1 + 'T TO 9T 7, (2 1.29)
2 O C110  I (2) I2('p oo Co 3

where we have retained only terms to second ordcr. It is tbis simplified wave
eqiation which we will eXamine in order to determine lh relative magitudes of

1II' valious , source teris.

A..'-,-

-.' ,,a- ,v . '-,"e,; .. , , ', -",.'",-..,'' ',''.',.' '..'...'. ';,. ' , .
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2-2 MAGNITUDES OF THE SOURCE TERMS IN THE WAVE

EQUATION

In order to compare the magnitudes of the source terms appearing iII

Eq. (2-1.29) it is convenient to relate the perturbations in the thermodynamic

variables to q. The expression for q in terms of the intensity (I) of the laser beam

has been shown by Larson13 to be

q = -V . (I(x,y,z,t)) (2-2.1)

Considering the exponential variation of intensity with depth, z, to be the only

* spatial variation of intensity within the laser beam, we have

q 0 [AI(t) exp(-az)] S5(x - x,)5(y - yc) (2-2.2)

where A is a constant for a given laser, S is the cross-sectional area of the beam,

ce is the optical absorption coefficient, and 6(x - x) and 6 (y - y,) are Dirac delta

functions. From the above equation, for a given a and at a given depth,
N.,

WI.

q c (t) (2-2.3)

For the laser used in our research

I(t) cK - exp(-5(t/p)) (2-2.4)
7-p

* where 7-i, is the laser pulse duration. iherefore

q cK exp(-5(f/r1)) (2- 2.5)
T

"ll]e above eXl)r(S'Siows allow for (I and q, to lhe (xpressed in terns of

known quanitilies. Ilowever, W(, IIav also write q as

q = I, ) (2 2.6)

-V,
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LEItuation (2 2.6) may be approximated to leading order by

q =po('PIrt (2-2.7)

which miay be solved for T,

'1, q (2 2.8)
POGpo

Integrating this equation with respect to time yields an expression for the temper-

at tire rise of a volumec caused by the laser heating,

- I

pop J d .

Hence, we may express T, and 6T In terms of known quantities.

Since C~ and are assumed to be only functions of T, 6C~ and d 3 can

be exp~ressed as

6C -C Pi 6T
OT TO

_P T, Po qt.(-2.10)

and

4o3

WithI t hese defrinit ions ex pressionis have been obtainied for all of thle source t ernis

Since Eq 2 .9 is linvitr in pre'ssure. we estimate thiest rengthI of the pressure

ieed si ourpfe aei ey ist .except for t he invovingule oiti response to the leading

ordr surc teni.andthe usng hispresur inthesecndorder source terms.

U1

Mky 1.St-0S1
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Although this procedure could be iterated to produce a more accurate result, we

found that iteration was not necessary.

The wave equation given by Eq. (2-1.29) may be simplified furt her now

by comparing the relative sizes of the source terms. TIhe source terms involving the !

pressure are ignored in this reasoning since the pressure is an unknown quantity.

In previous studies on thermoacoustic sources, the only source term that

was considered was the first order term -a. This, being the only first orderCPO

term, is indeed the most significant driving term. It was reported in a review

article by Lyamshev and Naugol'nykh 2 that the term is the next largest~CPO

source term. Hence we compare all of the remaining second order terms to this

term, in order to justify their inclusion or exclusion in our numerical analysis of

the wave equation.

We know that for fresh water at room temperature, T--- 3.3 x 10- 3.

jjj _. 4.1 x 10- , and -iiT 4.3 X 10 - . Therefore the terms involving o

and T can be ignored when compared to the one containing and the

wave equation can be simplified to:
V2 Put _ /30 qt [ -t- 0

Vp 2 pt 00t '9' b~ 6T' 21)

2 3 0  
P O O p c[ 0  3 T

()i(m,!' t li ratijo of t he second a id sixth1 t eriis on thle right hand side

of KI. (2 2.12):

Ratio 1- (2 2.13)
2q Tf ,

%
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Substituting Eqs. (2-2.11) and (2-2.8) for 6/3 and Tt, we get
Ratio q qdt (2-2.14)

2 q2 0  qt

where the integral is evaluated over the time interval during which a section of

the fluid is being heated. Consider a point in the fluid heated by the laser beam.

If the beam is assumed to have a circular cross-section, then the point is exposed

to heat, at most, for the time it takes for the laser beam to travel a distance

equal to the beam diameter. If the diameter of the beam is 2 cm and the laser is

N.- moving at Mach 1, (corresponding to our experimental setup) then the section of

fluid is heated for a time th = 10' s. Therefore the ratio can be written as

I Oan tO +th

Ratio 1 = q qdt (2-2.15)

where to varies such that 0 < to < (rp - th). A computer program has been

written to calculate the maximum value of Ratio 1, which was found to be of

the order of 0.1. This justifies the elimination of the term - 513 qt in comparison

to the term -gqTt Note that this conclusion is only valid if the source
O t- T IT0

is moving at approximately Mach 1. If the laser beam is moved more slowly,

then th and Ratio 1 increase. Since our concern is with an explanation of the

discrepancy between theory and experiment observed for a transonic source, we

have concentrated on a source moving at Mach 1.

Consider the ratio of the third and seventh terms on the right hand side

of Eq. (2-2.12):

Ratio 2 = p qt(2-2.16)
2q It .)T To

I'sing Eos. (2 2.10) and (2 2.8). we see that, Ratio 2 = Ratio 1. Therefore, by

the sanw analysis used ahove, the termi 2Q t can be neglected when compared
PO

.0

0%4,,5:
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Consider the ratio of the seventh and sixth terms on the right hand side

of Eq. (2-2.12):
3o _ _

Ratio 3 - o 3T To (2-2.17)
C 3
,M & To

which is roughly 1.04 x 10-' for fresh water at room temperature. Thus it is seen

that the seventh term can be neglected in relation to the sixth one.

Estimating the ratio of the fourth and sixth terms on the right hand side

of Eq. (2-2.12) for fresh water,

Ratio 4 = 0o qt6T xo qtfqdt 8 X 10- 3  (2-2.18)
2T 0 qTt I To 2q2 9I

cI T 7O To

The order of magnitude of Ratio 4 justifies the exclusion of the fourth term.

Consider the ratio of the eighth and sixth terms on the right hand side

of Eq. (2-2.12):

Ratio 5 - (2-2.19)
2qT

We may find an expression for Ttt by differentiating Eq. (2-2.8). Since bs =

(fqdt)/(poTo), this leads to the conclusion that Ratio 5 and Ratio 1 are the same

which supports the exclusion of the eighth term compared to the sixth one. Ex-

amining the ratios defined above, it is obvious that the sixth term on the right

hand side of Eq. (2- 2.12) is indeed the biggest second order term (excluding the

possible exception of the pressure dependent terms, which are evalialed itera-

t ively).

0e
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2-3 NUMERICAL SOLUTION OF THE WAVE EQUATION WITH

FIRST AND SECOND ORDER SOURCE TERMS

From the arguments presented above we may rewrite the simplified wave

equation as

. Pu _ _ /-floqt qTt O Toopqt IoqPt (2-3.1)

O-,0 oT + +cG Poc2o

Computer programs to evaluate the pressure-time response due to each of these

source terms independently and for all of them together were written. To get the

V ,,total response, the impulse response due to each of the source terms is computed

and added. This can be done because the wave equation is linear in pressure and

therefore superposition holds.

Figure (2-1) defines the geometry of the laser source- hydrophone system.

In this figure, re, 00, and 05o are the range and angles defined by the ray connecting

the hydrophone to the first column of water insonified by the laser. The source is

assumed to be traversing across an air-water interface with a speed of Mach 1.015.

Figure (2-2) shows the pressure signal generated at a range of 4 m which is

attributable to the leading order source term in Eq. (2-3.1). Figure (2-3) shows

the pressure at the same location due to the second term on the right hand side

of Eq. (2-3.1). This pressure signal is attributable to the fact that the coefficient

of theimal expansion of water varies with temperature (and hence with time for

our system). Note that the pressure scale in Fig. (2- 3) is 10- times that in

Fig. (2-2). Figure (2-4) shows the pressure signal at the same location which

may be attributed to the pressure dependent terms in Eq. (2 3.1). The scaleI..,
of the pressure axis is the same as that for Fig. (2 3). Note that superposition

,K,. of these three plots produces a graph which is identical to Fig. (2 2). 1lence

we conclude that the variation of therniodynainic quantities during the sound

e
-o t? * ~ ~ - , v
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generating process is not significant. This dispels all doubts about the significance

of tile second order terms near Mach 1, since the entire analysis is centered around

that source speed.

It should be noted that the analysis contained in this chapter addressed

only the effect of nonlinearities in the state equation of the medium. Linear ex-

pressions for conservation of mass and momentum were employed. Hence the

possibility of convective nonlinearities contributing to the observed unusual be-

havior of the thermoacoustic source traveling at speeds near Mach 1 has not been

eliminated. However it has been reported by Pierce21 that the effect of hydro-

dynamic nonlinearities is negligible.

Ii "
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CHAPTER 3

EFFICIENCY CONSIDERATIONS FOR THE

THERMOACOUSTIC ENERGY CONVERSION PROCESS

3-1 EFFICIENCY DEFINITION

. The question of increasing the transduction efficiencies for thermoacoustic

sources has been studied by American and Soviet scientists over the past few years.

When the concept of thermoacoustic generation of sound was first conceived, the

experimental studies were limited to stationary sources. The main disadvantage

of the stationary thermoacoustic source is its low energy conversion efficiency.

Figure (3-1), taken from Muir, Culbertson, and Clynch,5 shows an estimate of

the laser power needed to generate given source levels at a distance of 1 m. They

predicted that "megawatts of optical power would probably be required in the

megahertz frequency region, with gigawatts of power required in the kilohertz

region," in order for the transducer to be useful for sonar applications. This low

efficiency led to the consideration of a moving thermoacoustic source.

It was reported by Bunkin et al.' in 1978 that the amplitude of the

acoustic pressure generated in the t herinoacoustic process could be increased by

imioving tihe laser beami at high velocity through the fluid. A frequency donain

approach was used in their analysis which showed significant h" increased sound

26
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pressure Iev(-Is for a source moving at speeds near Mach 1. Experimental ver-
iticat ion of t hese results was providled. However, ]in a later article. Bu1-nkinl et

dlJ.7 claimned that m~oving the laser beam (does not result in an increased soundI

pressiir( level. Again, exp~erimient al evidience was offered. Hence, there has been

irreat con fusion over thle effect of moving a laser source.

InI the time domain approach developed by lBerthelot and Busch-

\isI I I IIa c 12 for moving tliermocacoustic sources, the acoustic pressure is driven by

a source thfat depends onl the time rate of change of laser intensity. Experiments

-eecond(ucted andl thle results compared to analyt icaprdcin.Iwsfo d

fiat there is good agreement b~etwxeen theory andl experimient except for t ransonic

Tuot ion of the source, where an experimental enhancement of about 25 d113 in thle

Sound pressure level was observed.

Research performed by Pierce and IIsieli i8 onl the opt eacoust ic energy

conver'sion effiliency yielded anl energy equation wich indicated that the rate of

* acoustic energy product ion per unit volume is prop~ortionial to th prod uct of t lie

rate of heat addition per unit volunie and the local acoustic p~ressulre existing at

lie same poi nt. This led to t he conclusion that thle laser energy dleposit ion o-'steni

should be designed in such a way that a traveling acoustic w\ave was created, anid

IhIen its anipli t tide sv-stenIat ically nnniped III by always adding energy at places
* w ~~here, t he acouist ic presii r has a local ma xi un i. We noeta- eai si'

presetit ed III thle p recedm igChiapteri has shown thfat if onec Includes t ie s'ecolild

01(1(1 t('rins associatedl with Ient ropy generationi-i i th le eqiation of st ate. t lin t lie

secoid( ordecr somrce teiiis also dIepend~ Oil t ie p~rodulct of p~ressure arid aio her

l~winiodlvliaiii \arialhle. I leic t lie fiinniipirfig principle ;tlppIles t o t ie( wcofl Ile

1wlrce tc(11115 as well its tOli Icadi ii otrder t ('t i.

It w;Is coni(A III Cn(hapIteri 2 I iat t lhe o)III- lt m that ii a a si I iiifl

-a. a-.. LNk
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contribution to tie pressure generated by the thermoacoustic source for our laser

system is the leading order term. Therefore in the analysis presented in this

chapter we ignore all nonlinear effects. With this simplification the energy balance

equation can be written as

('_ 2), + (5 + 0,,,
0( C 2 t P o ( P O

The first and second terms on the left hand side of Eq. (3-1.1) are the

kinetic and potential energies per unit time per unit volume of the fluid, respec-

tivelv. The third term is the work done on the fluid per unit time per unit volume.

The term on the right hand side of Eq. (3-1.1) is the heat energy per unit time

Ser unit volume which is converted to acoustic energy. This is in accordance

with the law of conservation of energy which states that the input energy either

increases the stored energy or is radiated away. Clearly, the higher the fraction of

the available laser energy converted to acoustic energy, the more efficient the ther-

nioacoustic process. Hence the efficiency for the process was defined by Pierce20

as
' /30 ff pqd ddt (3-1 .)

po(po ffqddt(

where i) is the volume of fluid to which heat is added during the thernioacoustic

generation of sound.

The interesting propert. of this efficiency is that t he fraction of convert ed

energy depends not only on the heat energy added to tile nIediinil. but also on

the acoustic pressure of the fluid into which it is dumped. If the laser is intel)-

sit v modul ated. as in tle ex periments performed I v ]Bertlhielot. then the leat

oscillates in tie, prodlciil ail inst ant aneous oscillation of tle acoust ic pressure.

* 7.- From lFq. (3 1.2) it is clear that this process is iot very (ffici(iit ,'caiise t h'

product of presslre aid leat oscillates abolt a low valile. Ilst ead, if lihe laser is

It.
0
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Used to always addl beat to thle fluid which Is alreadyv at a pressure miaximum111, 11(11

lie produ rct of pressure anid ieat, and~ t herefore th lenCrergy conlversioni eflicieiicV.

will he hligh. If Ilierce's argumienit Is, validi. one Shioul ( 5C a st ead (vInrcrease IIII

(ilicieflc\ wit Ii tili hundrrer thiese c'ond~it ions.

P ierce anid I Isieli " have examuineid thle use of t his pi ripi rig prinuci pie

iii light of culrrenlt ly available lasers. 'Iliey have concluded that even wit hin t he

limritat ions of exist inrg laser t echinolog, it should he feasildie to (develop) anl alrhborre

laser svstcem that wvill create detect able sounid at ranges ir p to 10 kill or greater.

3-2 NUMERICAL COMPUTATION OF EFFICIENCY FOR THE

THERMOACOUSTIC PROCESS

WVe have nurnerrcalv evaluated the expression for efficiencv given by

Vq. (3 1 .2) by mod ifyirig the program written by Bert hielot. 'I'lThe linear first

ordler wave equatilon for I 1 rerrnoacorrst ic geruerat ion of sonrd. dlerivedl by Larsoni.'ru

is ursed for calIculat ing thle pressure using a cornvolunt ion alpproach. Thel( heat i rrput

per i i t tirme per u init volum re, q, is given by E~q. (2- 2.5). The volume integral Inl

1" 3 -1 .2) is evalunat ed over thle laser I rrad1ia t ed region.

If the rad ius of t lie, laser bearn is a, t lie lasecr pul se (1urrat Ion T,.t lie speed

* ~~of thle laser across thle wvater surrface v'. and the optical coefhicient of absorpt ion ().

thl thle laser heat ed voli re is a plroviit ely a pa ralIlelepi ped of dim ensions 2o.

?'7,, and 1 /o. as shown1 Ill Fig. (3 2). TIhe onily .irrIadiaIted area neglected Lv this

a pproxi mat ion is that correi oridinrg to two ra If- vl i nders ext eninirg ou tward fromi

lie edges norrial to lie ?/-;xis. I'sing thle reference framre iiica ted inn1ig (3 2).I

tie followrnr r iie nra li vs are valid for thle laser hieat ed zonre:

xI .<2I'T;, aU < (1 0 <2 I /o)

41
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)A Consider an element O(.r, y, z) of the fluid heated by the laser as shown

in lig.(:3 3). The polar coordinates for this element are

r = V/12+y2±2 (3-2.1)

0 = arccos(z/r) , (3 2.2)

-% O =arccos ()(32.3)

The point 0 is heated for a time from

.r - VaT-=yX a T =
-, /to t =

* V V

Therefore the time integral for the efficiency for point 0 is evaluated with the

limits f, to t1 since at any time outside that range the added heat (and thus

efliciency) are zero. Note that these limits are independent of z.

In order to examine the efficiency defined by Eq. (3-1.2) as the source

moves at various speeds, we calculate p(t) for every point 0 in the laser heated

zone. The product pq is then accumulated for all such points as a function of

time, where q is assumed to decrease exponentially with depth z and to have a

Gaussian shading through the beam cross-section. This permits us to calculate

the efficiency as a function of time as the laser moves through the volume. In

this manner we may compare the efficiencies for subsonic and transonic motions

of the laser beam.

Note t hat lhe \la(lh iiuiilhe" of tHie source, as s(Ti, l)v varlious poi i s ill

t lie lasc'r irradiated tegioli. is )iot a coi-talit. It \ari,'s as .11 sill ,(0 ,. \l re .11

i e aloluute laCli iniilil'r (of ill' strlll'Ce alid 0, aild O, are tile angles efiliing
.4

t il po'si i))l of i poi ui t ill t Il lasel l,,ai('(I l I t) l (' w it1 rs('s)ect ' ()I he iilit lial .. nill ,

,,,

0 %e Ir e' op e F _- e. ~ 44 I- y . '

-. % %.p% % p %' %p~ % % % %
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[posit Ion. For a c'onst ant valute of .XI1, it c-ai lie shown t hat .11 sin 0,cos 6, varies

from 0 to .1! for poinit s in thle laser heated region.

lie comiputer programn writ ten byv Berthlelot"~ for calcu lat ing the pressure-

tiite resp onse has b~een modified SO as to calculate thle efficiency as a function of9

limne. III thIiis calcula tion, the systo pi 1Iropertijes are all fi xed, and thle efficiency

is found withI the t irne vaiving fromt T/ 10 to 7,, iii steps of 7,/ 10. The laser is

assuniied to be in niodlulat ed and identical to that descrilbed in Ch lapt er 2. Cal-

1 culat ions of the laser-generated pressure are carried out at 1000 points III the

laser heated volume. It is to be noted that the act ual value of acoustic pressuire.

* iiicluding its phase, is used in the calculation of eflicieii1cV.

Figure (3-4) shows the variation of normalized efficiency with i i he for

he source moving inI a straight line at Maclh 0.5. The normalized efficiency is

-, ~Sirliply tie efficiency defined in Eq. (3-1t.2) dhividled by the cotist ant 3o1/(p, 1CpO)

The time axis corresponds to the timne after thle laser has been turned on at which

thle officiency is calculated. The graph shows a rapid decrease in efficiencyv with

imie at the beginning' of thle niotion of thle laser. This Is cauisedi by the fact

hat thle pressure signal has a large niega tive port ion immedliately fo]llowinrg the

posit ive peak (see Fig.(2 2)). Thiese two peaks thus roughly cancel oiie another

in t he integral over t i e of thle produ ct oif pq. This large preCssure dip~ is du ie to

thle priesence of thle air-water iiiteiface which causes suibstant ial dliffraction arid

df."l.\After the high amiplitudel( port ion of thle pressure signal Is passedl. there

al ; \(TV (ioIll]~ g ii ii fiiic~IV.

la1urt (3 75) i i pli't of llriia]Iz/sl efficl~iCYit 1t'-si1t i for thle twlrcc

6 if )lOrifi~ l \ltI'N1; I I I . Ill1, plot 111(1,tt.. ; a1(,; treutl 'iiiillar t o that for Mai tt.5

-~~ I fowckver. Itfi eii fclat tIn0 ti aX.\j flit i vallie of t.fitie m . thle t ra ~ti woi rce

5 lwe t hiat that for thle shlstie oUteU.
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I I'lle efficiency as defined i Eq. (3-1.2) is zero for a supersonic source

because the laser is always heating a region of water which has not vet received

sol111(1 from previously heated water. Hfence, we conclude from Figs. (3 ,1) and

13 5) that there is no evidence that movi ng a laser source at Mach 1 increases

the sound generating efficiency compared to a subsonic source. In fact, there is

evidence to the coutrarv.

ov-.1

A
A . . ., ' , ' " " ' " N'
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CHAPTER 4

EXPERIMENTAL TESTS

The time domain analysis presented by Berthelot and Busch-Vishniac

inherently assumes the superposition principle to be valid in the numerical com-

putation of the acoustic pressure generated by a moving thermoacoustic source.

In their approach, the total travel of the laser beam is decomposed in time.

Figure (4-1) shows the thermoacoustic source at various points in time as it

moves across the water surface in a straight line. The time interval between two

successive source positions corresponds to At, which can be chosen at will in or-

der to obtain a satisfactory approximation for the continuous source motion. The

pressure signal at the receiver is computed by summing the signals generated from

each of the source positions during the time the laser is on, taking into account

the time delay induced due to the source motion. Thus the total pressure at the

receiver is viewed as a convolution-type summation in the time domain between

the impulse response of the system and the optoacoustic source strength.

The method described above was shown by Berthelot and Busch-Vishniac

to work well for subsonic and supersonic motions of the source. However, for the

transonic case, the numerical predictions seem to underestimate the measured

sound l)ressure level by about 25 dB. This discrepancy raised doubts about the

validity of the superposition principle for transonic motion of the source. It was

38
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suspected that nonlinear effects dominate near %lach 1, and therefore that the

superposition principle might not be valid.

This chapter attempts to clarify the questions raised about application

of the superposition principle. Specifically, experimental data are presented for

the pressure-time response under two conditions: continuous motion of the

thermoacoustic source for a period of roughly 1 is. and the pressure-time

response formed by superposing the signals generated by traversing nonover-

lapping portions of the identical path. In the latter case, sufficient time is al-

lowed to elapse between the excitation of the path segments so that interact ion is
,%

eliminated. Experiments were performed for subsonic, transonic. and supersonic

motions of the thermoacoustic source.

*, ." 4-1 DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENT AND EQUIPMENT USED

The apparatus used in our study is the same as that used in earlier studies

on moving thernioacoustic sources by scientists at Applied Research Laboratories.
The University of Texas at Austin (ARL:UT). The main components include a

high power laser source, intensity modulation system, a rotating mirror with a

variable frequency power supply, a hydrophone, and an oscilloscope. Figure (4-2),

taken from Ref. 22, is a schematic of the experimental setup. A brief description of

the various components is given in 'he following sections. A detailed explanation

of the al)paratus is given in (0ilbertson, Chiotiros, and Berthelot.22

4-1.1 LASER

TeIc laser used in our extp(erimciits was procured from \pollo Lasers.

hIc. Il" uIlre ( :1) shows t hw op1tical train configillatioll for this laser. The las'r

cavity can a,'<o<iliiodate cii her a Nd:glass rod or a ruby rod. For siniltY, a

n.+

A~~-
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.N(1:glass rod was uised thIirouighout oilr ex perimenrts . The wavelenigthI of th liIgiht

emit ted by the laser w~ithI a glass rod is 1 .06 111m. Opticeal pu riipinrg of thle glass

rodl is achieved by a flaslIa rn p.. Modu1lat ion of thle light intensityv is affect edl 1)

polarizing the laser beami by a Brewster stack b~efore it st rikes a 1Pockels cell and] a

prism analyzer. F igure (4-4), taken from C7 ulbertson, Cliot iros, ali(]l Bert hielot *22

- (l~~epicts thle principie of laser beam modulation. rhie Pockescelonitofa

elctricallv driven 1K D*P crystal immersed in a protective dielectric fluid. Whlen

a voltage is applied to the terminals of the Pockels cell, the plane of polarizatir'jn

of light passing throurgh it is rotated by anl amount which is related to the applied

voltage. The output of the polarizer, Pockels cell, and analyzer system is givenl

by the relation

I =I 0 sill 2 (4il
2 V1 2

where I is the transmitted light intensity, 10 is the incident light. intensity. V is

the applied voltage, and 1 /2 is the hialf-wave voltage of the 1KD*P crystal (6 kV

for the IK'D*P crystal used). The normalized envelope. 10(t), of the laser intensity

in the experiment is described by the relation

where 7, is the laser )UISC dutration. Figure (4-5) illustrates the variat ion ofI,(

with timle.

* ~~As showi nby Eq. (4 1.there is no light out purt by the modurla tion SY.,-

eml whieni 1 0. \\en 1 1 '112, the la ser beami passes t liroigli t Ie( niodla (Ia io

4 ~svst eiil wit ii Its ilit enisitY viichingedl. With illhs conifiguirati~on, thlen. the Learl c.;In

0e t rrrid onl by a squrare pulse of amiiplit ude 1 1/2. 'I[lie drirat ion for ".11'(1)i tl In

Learn i'eriiairis In ft(i watcrl is contrlledI h~v thle widlth of' tis squmare~ pulse.

I Tlie la ser Lea i i in ol tai iied passes thIirough t Ii ree 1criscs i llunt c I)
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the covered optical rail. The three lenses, two convex and one concave, aid in

bringing the laser beam to a sharp focus on the water surface. The diameter of the

beam and its power were optimized to get a sufficiently narrow and powerful beam

on the water. A narrow beam minimizes diffraction effects and a powerful beam

generates a stronger pressure signal. A computer program was used to calculate

the positions of the various lenses relative to the glass rod. in order to obtain

acceptable values for the diameter and power of the beam. The beam is finally

deflected onto the water surface by a 900 prism and the rotating mirror. A low

power HIeNe laser is used to align the optical components. The rotational speed

of the hexagonal mirror is adjustable to get linear source velocities corresponding

to the range Mach 0.1 to Mach 2.6 relative to the sound speed in water.

4-1.2 FIRING CONTROLLER

The firing of the laser is designed to occur at a time such that the beam is

initially vertical. The laser beam then moves towards the receiver for the duration

of the laser pulse. This coordination is achieved by means of a firing controller

designed T~ad built at ARL:UT. Charging of the laser capacitors is controlled

manually.

The main function of the firing controller is to generate a pair of pulses:

- 'FIRE and OUTPUT. The FIRE signal is a pulse of approximately 100 pis

duration and has an amplitude of about 12 V. This signal is used to trigger the

laser. The angle at which laser light appears on the water can be selected by a

pair of (lipswitches. The decimal numbers represented by the two dipswitches are

related to tile angle, t:', made by the beam with the vertical at the beginning of

t le laser sweep, by time following equation:
e. in, ±120 (.1) 1/ ,D,2) - '32 + (n * 120) (1 1.3)

,.

0'

.5 .,.# +.,. 1-2 0 (XD,, S I .. A.P.,,./ ,t {. 'ptP '.v.g ,. : ,.'+ . t+t.-'t€ ',€% ' " .- %C " DS'€, :-
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where the + sign is used when the laser beani is moving away from the laser

bench. Similarly, the sign is used when the beam moves towards the bench.

Here, 7? is a positive integer accounting for the periodicity of the facets on tile

mirror which is set to zero for simplicity. The angle f' can be vari.d ill steps of

120/255 of a degree with 8-bit dipswitches.

The OUTP( T signal is a standard 7TL signal of about 1 ms dural iol.

which is delayed after the [IRE pulse. The length of delay caii be contr,lled I

another dipswitch. The OUTPU'T signal is used to trigger the modulating signal

produced by the Exact signal generator, which forms tie input to the high voltage

burst generator. The delay between the FIRE and OU TPU T signals should be

at least 180 ps when a Nd:glass rod is used as the lasing element. This is because

there is an intrinsic time interval between the discharge of the capacitor bank and

the act ual lasing of the rod. The OUTPU7' signal governs the time at which the

laser light appears on the water.
The input to the firing controller comes in the forin of a pair of signals

from a photodiode assembly placed inside the rotating mirror mounting fixture.

The two signals are delayed in time, corresponding to a 600 rotation of tile ilirror.

Continuous rotation of the mirror produces a train of pulses with a period equal

to the time taken by the mirror to rotate by 600. The signal thus obtained is

also available as one of tie outputs from the firing controller. This is labeled

1 T.TPA and is used to accuratelv measure and monitor the speed of rotat ion of the

-; ,liror.

4-1.3 RECEIVING AND ANALYZING EQUIPMENT

.-, lerjilss~llr sigli~l geiiealed I t le lllovilg 1llerlloacoll i,' s,,, ( i'.

received by an 11-56 hivdroplhle alid viewed oi a Nicolet 10) 1 digital oscilloscope.

r%? W %

0 -... ,..
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I Ihe hvd rophione is mount ed onl a verticalI fixtutre a It ac(-Il to a miob IlIe pla I for 11ii1i

a fresh water tank. The horizontal range and depthI of thle Ilid rophl e. relat i e

to the initial position of the lbeam onl the water. canl be -,electedl at will withbin

lie constraints of the tank size. Tihe orient at ion of thle livdrophonle is shiowni In

Fig. (41- 6). In this figure. rz is the vertical plante and xy is the horizontal 1)lane.

S1. S2. S3, S4 represent the source positions at the begininI g of each interval

Const it uting tilie total mot ion of the source. Thie ivd roplione, R?, is placed such

that the b~eam moves towardls it . P~ositioiiing the hvdroplione in this nianner
ensures a resnbyuiorm livdrophone respouise for souind fromn all points in the

P ~~laser heated region. The specificat ions of thle hydrophione uisedl ii our experimeiits

are:

M~odel : SRJ) type 11-56

Frequency range : 10 Hlz to 65 kllz

Fee fiel voltage sensitivity -171 d 13 re 1 V/pu Pa

Preamplifier transistorize(', 11 dlB gain

-I'lie signal received by the hivdrophione is amplified and filtered as needed

to get a clean andl detect able wav-eformn onl the oscilloscope. A Burr-Brown arnpli-

fier withI a selectable 20-10 d11 gain is used for amplifying the rawv signal, which

* ~~~is fiii filIte(red thIirough a 1K ori ite lbanidpass filter.

The volt age- tinie waveforms thuis generatedl are viewed ol tilie oscillo-

Z scopew withI a samplinig rate of 500 us. The oscilloscope is triggered by a pulse

abeled I'Rk I U F >' fromn the laser control p~anel. T[his signal is generatIed at

tlie I II, talt t11e las;er is firted. Thel( waveforms st oredl in thle oscilloscope's mii nuor\y

lr hiu t raiisfer-red to uiiuidisks for further analysis onl the Muainframue comupuiter

at A\L I'

% 
% *

0 re
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4-1.4 CONTROL PARAMETERS FOR THE EXPERIMENTS

The laser used in our study had a pulse duration of roughly 1 ins. The

liaxi iimu- energy of the unniodulated laser beam was approximately 20 .J. The

(liameter of the beam on the water surface was of the order of 1 cm.

Experinients were performed for sul)sonic, transonic, and supersonic 11o-

.% tions of tlie source. The velocities of the source were chosen to correspond to Macli

0.7. 1.0. and 1.3. The hydrophone position relative to that of the source at the

beginning of the laser sweep is shown in Fig. (4- 7). This position was maintained

constanit throughout the expIeriments.

For a typical speed of the source, the laser was first scanned across

the water surface for I ins. The resulting pressure-time response was recorded.

Next, the laser output was tapped from four separate time intervals which, when

sunmled. constituted the laser output for the case of continuous motion for 1 ms.

This strategy is indicated in Fig. (4 -8), which shows the laser intensity for each

tIme interval. Each interval is roughly 250 its in duration. The three dipswitches

in the firing controller are set to the correct delay between the firing of the laser

md the first appearance of laser light on the water: the angle of the beam is

set to be vertical when it, first strikes the water. A total of four waveforms is

obtained for any Mach number of the source. The delay between measurements

of these wavefornis ensures that the signals they generate are independent. The

four waveforms. const ituting the complete sweep of the beam. are added together

aild coimipared to the waveform obtained by a single laser sweep of 1 ins duration.

-.

.

.
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4-2 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Figures (1 9) and (4 10) show the sum of the four pieces of the pr)essuirt,

signal and the pressure signal generated by a single sweep of the transonic laser

beam. respectively. The signal detected by the hydrophone was captured oil disk

without any amplification or filtering. Note that there is good agreement bet ween

the two pressure signals. The slight variation in amplitude may be attributed to

the presence of noise in the vicinity of the hydrophone. This noise accumulates

in the sum waveform, thereby increasing its amplitude.

Figure (4--11) shows the composite of the four separate waveforms con-

* st ituting the entire motion of the source moving at Mach 0.7. Figure (4-12)

illustrates the corresponding pressure-time response for the single sweep of the

beam for 1 ins. The signals obtained for this case were amplified with a gain

of 40 dB and then filtered, the band passed being 11.5 kHz to 100 ktlz. Clearly.

Fig. (4- 11) indicates a higher pressure amplitude compared to Fig. (4-12). This

discrepancy might be due in part to the significant contribution to the pressure

signal by the amplified noise when the four waveforms are added.

Similar results are noticed for the supersonic motion of the source, but

the agreement between the composite shown in Fig. (1-13) and the single sweep

pressure signal in Fig. (4- 14) for Mach 1.3 is better than that for Mach 0.7.

The gain and the filter band for the supersonic case are identical to t hose for the

subsolliC ca.se.

A quantitative comparison of the experimental data call Ihe ohained

by alculating tile Ims percent deviation from siperlosition for various Mlach
fil~l bers of the source. It is found that the rins deviationl is abo,,t 2(;-(( o

Mlachl 0.7. 2.55W: for .Mach 1.3, and .7)WA. for Mach 1.0.
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The experimental data presented generally support the validity of the

superposition principle for subsonic, transonic, and supersonic motiopn of the

thermoacoustic source on the water surface. In particular, we see very good agree-

ment between the composite signal and the continuous signal when the source is
.5.

moving at Mach 1, as indicated by the rms percent deviation. From this we con-

clude that there is no evidence to support the supposition that nonlinear effects

are the cause of the amplitude magnification observed for a thermoacoustic source

traveling at Mach 1.

,5.

.25
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CHAPTER 5

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The main objective of this part of the study was to investigate the pre-

vailing theories concerning the causes of increased sound generation for a transon-

ically moving thermoacoustic source. The approach employed three techniques.

First a wave equation was derived in which the leading nonlinearities were re-

tained in the equation of state. Second the efficiency defined by Pierce and isieh

was numerically determined. Third an experimental check of the validity of the

superposition principle was conducted.

The wave equation for sound generation by the thermal mechanism was

rederived including the most important second order term in the equation of

state. The effects of time varying the thermodynamic properties of the medium

were thus considered. The new forcing terms in the wave equation include the

effects of a time varying specific heat, coefficient of thermal expansion, acoustic

pressure, and temperature. The wave equation was solved numerically with the

linear source term and the second order terms involving the coefficient of thermal

expansion and the acoustic pressure. The ensuing analysis of the sound field gen-

erated by the source does not indicate a significant variation over that obtained

by earlier studies on transonic th(irmoacoustic sources. Therefore it can he con-

clided that the variation with time of the pertinent thc(1rnodVnalin" quantitie's,

61
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P( and .3, has little effect on the pressure generated by a moving thermoacoustic

source. The linear wave equation derived earlier by Larson 13 with a single first

order driving term is perfectly valid for studies on thermoacoustic sources over

the entire range of source velocities.

The concept of efficiency for moving thermoacoustic sources has been

examined. The efficiency of the thermoacoustic process was defined by Pierce

as the fraction of the heat energy that is converted to acoustic energy. It was

suggested that moving the source at Mach 1 would significantly improve the trans-

duction efficiency of the thermoacoustic process because of the resulting dumping

of heat in regions of pressure maxima. As a direct consequence of this princi-

pIe. we should expect a monotonically increasing value of efficiency with time

during the interval of heat, addition. The integrals constituting the definition of

efficiency were evaluated numerically and the resulting value of efficiency plotted

as a function of time. These plots indicate a rapidly decreasing efficiency with

time at the beginning of the signal, for any Mach number of the source. This is

~.- because the effect of the air-water interface is to diffuse and diffract the sound

wave, thus tending to decrease the efficiency of the process. For later portions of

the signal there is a modest increase in efficiency. The plots also show that the

efficiency is higher for subsonic motion of the source than for transonic motion.

The experimental studies performed in this research support the assump-

tion that the superposition principle applies for moving thermoacoustic sources.

The superposition principle has been verified for subsonic, transonic. and su-

personic motions of the source. This supports the theory that the linear wave

equat ion is applicable to this process. Thus we see no evidence to support the pre-
. dI tion that nonlinear effcts are important for the transoliically nioving source.

R:eviewing the argumients l)resenlted in this part of the re)ort. it is clear

- - - - . - . w * - , w -- -. * ' '4-- - . " 44 % " w" 4" •"- 4 % - W' w w
% -% % - % % a : r 44
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that none of the theories considered was able to explain the observed enhancement

of the pressure signal when the source moved at Mach 1. This is because all of

, them concentrate on the significance of nonlinear effects. The conclusions reached

in this analysis indicate the validity of the linear theory.

The results of this investigation, in conjunction with the articles pub-

lished in Soviet journals, suggest that a more accurate model of the laser intensity

distribution across the beam cross-section could provide clues to the unpredictable

behavior near Mach 1. Presently, it is assumed that the intensity has a (;aussian

shading through the beam cross-section.

O
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4. CHAPTER 6

INTRODUCTION

The work on therrnoacoustic sources which has been reported in the liter-

ature in the last decade has typically concentrated on the efficiency and directivity

of the sound generdted in this process. Although important, these measures ob-

scure the fact that the sound signal generated by a moving source varies in form

as the source-receiver geometry changes. In the research reported here, we study

the acoustic signal generated by the moving laser in detail. Properties of the sig-

nal are identified and the manner in which these properties change with respect

to source and receiver parameters is quantified. This information identifies those

aspects of the sound signal that are most and least susceptible to change. If the

thermoacoustic source is used for underwater communication in the future, the

statistics compiled here should be quite useful.

In the work described here a FORTRAN computer program called MTS.-

written by Yves 1I. Berthelot," is used to numerically predict the received acoustic

signal. This computer program is based on the time domain approach discussed

previously. Various pro)erties of the received acoustic signal, such as maximum

and minimlim perio(ls and the duration of the received signal, are examined as

ia function of the source paranlet rs, such as velocity anld source-receiver range

and angle. This enables its to (uia ntitatively deterni re which signal pro[)erties
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are most and least sensitive to source geometry variations. Included] inl the next

section are dlefinitions of the properties of the received acoustic signal which are

e'xai HCne andl the parameters which are varied. Results of the numerical study

are presented in the following chapter, and conclusions drawn in C hapter 8.

I t pIt!
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CHAPTER 7

", SYSTEM PARAMETERS

The laser assumed to be generating the sound in this part of the study

is a Neodymium:glass laser identical to the laser discussed earlier. This laser has

a wavelength of 1.06 /lm, and a corresponding optical coefficient of absorption, o.

r of 13.7 Np/m in fresh water where the speed of sound, c, is 1486 m/s. The laser

pulse duration was set to 0.8 ms, while the laser beam radius was set to 0.5 cm.

A Gaussian intensity distribution across the laser beam was assumed.

The parameters of the source which are varied may be classed into two

categories: those associated with the source, and those associated with the source-

receiver geometry. The parameters of the source which are varied are as follows:

(1) the modulation frequency, f, of the laser intensity, shown in Fig. 7-1, and (2)

the velocity, v, or Mach number, A = v/c, of the laser beam on the surface of

the water, as shown in Fig. 7-2.

The parameters associated with the source-receiver geoniet ry which are

varied are as follows: (I) the initial distance between the source an( the receiv'er.

r. (2) the initial horizontal angle. 0,, and (3) the depth of the receiver, h. All of

these paraieters are shown in Fig. 7-2.

Table 7 1 shows the values of le parameters which were u sed n the

st Iilv. \ll possible conbiliations of hle parameers were used, resullding Mi a total

167
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"" ri  (M) 100, 750, 2000

*1. tg

.,, ..

h (m) 5,15,40

-i (deg) 0, 45, 90, 135, 180

M 0, 0.5,1.0,1.5, 2.0

f (kHz) 5, 30, 60
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of 675 cases. These values of the parameters were carefully chosen to cover the

whole range of physically realizable situations. The only limitation on them is

that the hvdrophone depth., h, is limited to a maximum value of approximately

54 m. since it appears in the argument of the hyperbolic sine function sinh(a * h)

in the program MTS, and the argument itself is limited to a maximum value of

approximately 742 on our computer. Itowever, this limitation is a minor one.

since depths greater than 54 m are unlikely to be used for hydrophones.

7-1 EXAMINED PROPERTIES OF THE RECEIVED SIGNAL

The examined properties of the received acoustic signal may be placed

into two categories: time related properties and pressure related properties.

The time related properties of the acoustic signal which were numerically

investigated are as follows:( I) the duration of the received signal, TD. (2) the

time at which the absolute peak pressure occurs, TPK. with zero time defined

as the time at which the received signal begins, (3) the maximum period in the

signal, TMAX, found from zero crossings of the signal, (4) the minimum period.

TMIN, (5) the average of all periods, 1'AV'E, and (6) the ratio of the time

at which the peak pressure occurs to the duration ine, TPK/TD. As will be

discussed, TPK/TD is a measure of the amount of time inversion of the signal.

* These properties are shown in Figs. 7 3(a) and (b). The beginning and

end of the received signal are defined as the points where the sound pressure

e'vel of tile signal, Lp , has dropped to .10 dl below ilIe I.,, of the absolute peak

pressure. Because of noise itilierent in a real signal, coripit.irg le first all( last

ipriods would be difficult. Therefore they were riot considered in this stiidN ,! iless

tIe signal contained only three periods. Il this s tidy l hilt only occri rs wIlel tIhe
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Mach number as seen bv the receiver. Rill, is approximately equal to one. The
Mach number observed by the hydrophone is defined by RM = A sin 0o cos 6o

where 0o = arccos(h/r,) (Fig. 7-2 shows how 00 and O are defined). Note that

1.1! only equals the Mach number of the laser beam when the source is moved

in a straight line directly toward the hydrophone.

The pressure related properties which we examined are as follows: (1) the

absolute peak pressure, PPK, as shown in Fig. 7-3(b), (2) the root mean square

pressure, PR.I, of the acoustic signal, and (3) the pressure ratio, PPK/PRAMS.

In order to obtain the pressure and time properties just described, approx-

imately 110 FORTRAN lines were added to the already existing NITS program.

This code solves for the pressure signal as a function of time using the previously

described convolution-like approach. In general, with a time step of 0.671 jis,

each case took approximately 16 minutes to run on a CYBER 830 Control Data

Corporation computer system located at ARL:UT.

o
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CHAPTER 8 I
RESULTS OF NUMERICAL STUDY

In this chapter we present the numerically obtained results for the vari-

ation of the signal properties as the source and geometric properties of the laser

sound system are varied. Each signal parameter is discussed independently in

terms of its sensitivity to changes in the system characteristics.

8-1 TIME RELATED PROPERTIES

8-1.1 DURATION TIME, TD

The numerical results obtained for TD are shown in Fig. 8-1. Figure 8-1

is typical of the figures that will be presented in this chapter. A total of seven

graphs are presented, each displaying TD versus 00. In each graph there are five

curves, each corresponding to a different source velocity.

AFigures 8-1(a)-(g) show that TD is quite sensitive to changes in the

initial horizontal angle, 00, and the Mach number, Al, of the laser beam on the

surface of the water. Both of these variables affect the apparent Mach number of

the source as observed by the hydrophone, so the sensitivity of TD to them comes

as no surprise. flowever, note that TD is not sensitive to changes in the angle

00 when A[= 0 since the stationary source radiates sound omnidirectionally. TD
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generally becomes more sensitive to changes in 0 as M increases from 0 to 2

since the source tends to become more directive as the source speed increases.

\Ve also note that TD is least sensitive to changes in Al when o0 = 90' so

that the laser beam moves in a path normal to the line connecting the hydrophone

and the starting point of the laser. The apparent Mach number, RM, under these

conditions, begins at zero and slowly increases as Oi changes. From the data for

the cases with 00 = 900 we see that TD increases slightly as M increases from

0 to 2, since the range of angles of Oi increases, but the difference between TD

for Al =0 and A = 2 is only on the order of 2%. Note that TD generally becomes

more sensitive to changes in Al as 0 decreases from 90' to 0*, and increases from

900 to 1800. Restated, TD is most sensitive to changes in M when the laser is

moving directly towards the receiver, or directly away from the receiver.

Viewing Fig. 8-1, we conclude that the d ,ration of the signal increases

monotonically as the laser moves away from the receiver, that is, when Oi is in the

range of 90-180', and that the maximum duration of the received signal occurs

when A = 2 and 0 = 180'. This result can be explained'by the fact that if the

source is moving away from the hydrophone, then the distance which the last

wavelet must travel from source to receiver increases as the velocity of the source

increases, and is greatest when the laser is moving directly away from the receiver.

Finally, an explanation can be given of the manner in which TD varies

as the laser moves towards the receiver, that is, when O0 is in the range of 0

90 ° . In this region, the received signal becomes more compressed in time as RAI

increases from 0 to 1, and will then become less compressed as RAt increases

fi rther. hie shortest duirat ion of the signal should then occur near I 1. since

for t Ills case the whole signal arrives at t lie receiver essent ially at the saic t inie.

the diratlion of the signal incre'ases as IOf ! beconies greater than one, because

41
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lhe dlistanlce wich the last wavelet mutst travel to reach the receiver decreases as

hc velocity of the source increases. Therefore, the last wavelet emitted by the

source arrives at thle receiver increasingly erirta thfrswalt nItt~

by thle source as thle velocity of the source Inicreases. The result is that the signal

(durat ion Increases with the source velocity. Proof of this is shown inl Fig. 8-2,

which displays TD) versus R.1I for one set of system parameters.

F:Iires 8- 1(a) (c) represent identical cases excep~t for the depth of thle

receiver. From these three graphs one sees that, TD is very insensitive to changes

iii the depth, h, of the receiver. Tile data for these cases reveal that I'D increases

slight ly as h increases. Tile Increase between the cases for which h = 5 In and

hl -10 ni is generally on the order of 0.3%.

The cases used to generate Figs. S-1(e)-(g) are Identical except for the

modulation frequency of the laser, f. From these figures we conclude that TD'! is

very Insensitive to changes In the modulation frequency. The (hat a for thlese cases

show that the d urat ion of lie received signial Increases slight ly as the mduilat ion

frequency Increases. The increase between the cases for xwhiich f =5 ki lz and

If =GO K-liz was oii the order of 0.6(,/(. This slight increase Ili T/) as f itil(ress

Cal" be explained as follows: Berthlelot and Huisch- Visit i ac'1 have shon thiat thle

pressuire amnpl itutide of thle recei veil signal H ICreCa ses its f i tic rNeas ( as wvili al,IM c

,dio- litr yte pressmre related prope'rtieis). Thereforc thle lim-fitttt1. an! "iitl t

*~o itlle iet'iel signial are iletcit'de ''ii liil atild later. sIt ixi1x lf fIt!- froi "M11

I lit- 1i'Slt t It Ip) t I itf' ( as(~t' "lit I m w It at t li t 11 ;0 i itl d'i I lii' t ( 1-p \i 'II 2 Iha ( - I P
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slightly as ro increases. The difference between the cases for which r0  100 m and

r0 = 2000 m is generally oil the order of 3%. This result can be explained by the

fact that spherical spreading will decrease the pre sure amplitude of the received

signal, and that spherical spreading increases as r0 increases. Therefore the begin-

ning and end of the received signal are detected later and earlier, respectively, bv

the receiver, and thus the decrease in TD.

From these results we conclude that the duration of the sound signal

generated by the thermoacoustic source is insensitive to changes in r0 , f, and h,

but is dependent on the apparent speed of the source as seen by the receiver. In

terms of geometrical parameters, this means that the duration of the signal is

highly dependent on 0 and Al.

8-1.2 TIME OF PEAK PRESSURE, TPK

Figure 8-3 shows the results for TPK, the time at which the peak pres-

sure is observed. Like the time property TD, TPK is quite sensitive to changes

in 60 and .!, as shown by Figs. 8-3(a)-(g). For a stationary source the graphs in

Fig. 8- 3 show that TPK, like TD, is not a function of 0o since the same signal

would be observed at all angles. However, unlike TD, TPK does not increase

monotonically as the laser moves away from the receiver, although there is a pat-

tern iII t lie way TPK varies with 11 when 0 =0' . Figure 8 4. which displays

T'IN versus .1l for a specific case. more clearly reveals this paitern. It is iml1-

potaliit to note that for this specific case /0! =l sin 0 cos 0, is approxiiimtelv

e(quIal to 11, since Of)= 00 and 0" , 9(0. I.igilre S I shows thalt I1'1\% decreias's

as .1 go s from 0 to I, a l injC'e;ises ;as . goes fromii I ito 2. This is a re iilt of

I signal beinl ilressl iIIti (o)ppler shifted) wheln A1 = I is app)ro;,chled

fronil below aind above. 'Ihis effect of litine strailifig would lead onec to expectI

[!I
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Fig. 8-3 to be roughly symmetric about Al = 1. However, a second effect result-

ing from inversion of the signal when Al > I skews the curve. In our simulated

signals from a stationary source, the peak pressure occurs relatively early. If the

% source is moved rapidly, so that the entire source line appears to the receiver to

be moving with M!> 1, then the signal is inverted. This has the effect of delaying

the time after signal onset at which the peak pressure is observed. From Fig. 8-1

we conclude that the time inversion is more important above 1 = 1 than the time

straining.

The cases used to generate Figs. 8-3(a)-(c) are identical except for the

depth of the receiver. On comparing these figures it can be concluded that TPK

is sensitive to changes in h, and more so when the velocity of the laser on the
surface of the water, v, is greater than the speed of sound in water, c. However,

note that TPK is not sensitive to changes in h when Al =0.

Figures 8-3(a), (d), and (e) were generated from identical situations

except for the source-to-receiver range. Except when Al =0, TPK is sensitive to
.5

changes in r0 , and more so when t > c. Note that varying either 7-0 or h has the

effect of changing the apparent source speed. Hence it is not surprising that the

pattern of signal variations is similar in the two cases.

Figures 8-3(e)-(g) represent identical cases except for the modulation

frequency of the laser. They show that TPK is sensitive to changes in f. even

when A! =0. The fact that the frequency of niodulation affects P' h" even for

a stationary source is primarily a low frequency effect. ct very high niodila-

-ion frequencies, one would expect that the laser i uteisitv envelope peak wold

det ermine the sound peak tiie regardless of tle rolulati0l.

Froin these results we conclide that the time of lie peak press re iS

se slsitlive to ('liaIges iM '1l. 1 ,.. arid r".
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8-1.3 TIME INVERSION PROPERTY, TPKI'/TD

For our laser, the peak amplitude of the laser intensity occurs relatively

early. Therefore. the ratio 7"PK/TD can he used as a measure of the degree of

time inversion of the received acoustic signal. However, it is important to note

.or that for different laser intensity profiles TPK/TD nay not be a measure of t ihue
inversion. For example, in a symmetric pulse with the peak occurrinig exactlY

St. the midpoint of the pulse, TPK/TID would remain constant at a value of 0.7)

regardless of the degree of time inversion.

Since timie inversion of the signal can only occur if the soltrce i vll,, iIt.

no time inversion takes place if Al = 0. Therefore tlhe ratio of I I'I/1 I) fr

.I = 0 can be used as a reference for measuring the' level of 1iwi Itixerskitt

tihe received signal. Figure 8-5 shows the results for I'Ik/I'I). o (fliparii-

ligs. S 5(a) (g) one sees that TI1K/TID is generally not sensitive too c 'antai s i

0o) when '<C, but is tu1ite sensitive to chanlges iII @ w1eiI 1 > C arnd the I-
moving towards thle receiver. .\lso, n, e thatl' k!TI) i- ,!(iiialI iit s,'i-i t  \

to cha nges in A! when the laser is mioviitz away from iln r.cciwr. hitt 1 ,ti!,

to (hialiges in I! when thle laser is iiio TIii lowards th tf,(ivfr. ,, 1 %,.if lt f !

goes from 0.. to 1.5. in other worls, the ,eived signal 1 h, avilv t tiew iii,.c ,c

wihe thle laser velocity is grcater tihan tlie spednl afe I I l . t ',vi I ,,,Wit

7)1, 1 11 E t-I .1 1; 11

TI t 1 4 l t I I I , rl ,,s ,i tF 1 / 11 ;1 t I A , I I

I. I , If' I I i .1f1, 111 !ff. I tt ,I 1 I I ,' '-' I f f ,,. If, I I I A I

k V
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is fairly insensitive to changes in f. As in the case of TPK, any variation in

TPK/TI) would be expected to be a low frequency affect associated with delays

in the peak of the laser intensity due to modulation.

Figures 8-5(a), (d). and (e) were generated from identical situations

except for the source-to-receiver range. They sb w that TPK/TD is also fairly

insensitive to changes in ro.

From these results we conclude that the time property TPK/TD is

primarily sensitive to changes in 0 and Al, so long as Al > 1. Therefore the

level of time inversion of the signal is very sensitive to changes in 00 and Mi.

8-1.4 MINIMUM PERIOD, TMIN

Figure 8-6 shows the results for TMIN, the minimum period in the

received signal. Figures 8-6(a)-(g) show that TMIN is quite sensitive to changes

in 60 and M. However, notice that TMIN is not sensitive to changes in 4) when

the laser is stationary. Also, notice that when 40 = 900, TMIN is the same

regardless of the velocity of the laser. The latter result stems from the fact, that,

when 0 = 90', the Mach number as seen by the receiver is initially equal to zero

and only increases slightly. Therefore the signal almost appears to be generated

by a statioaary source. Nevertheless, one would expect TMIN to increase slightly

as Al increases from 0 to 2 at 0=90', since the signal will be slightly stretched

in time when the laser is moving away from the receiver; the data in which results

were printed up to the fourth significant digit do not show this. It is most likely

that the difference was simply too small to detect.

Figures 8-6(a)-(g) show that TMIN is particularly sensitive to changes

in the velocity of the laser when it is moving directly towards and way fromi

the receiver, that is, when Oo equals 00 and 180), respectivelY. I'hiese figures also

L , &MiN
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show that TMIN increases monotonically (with respect to Al) when the laser is

moving away from the receiver. The largest value of TMIN in all cases occurs

when Oo = 1800 and A! = 2. As discussed earlier, this case produces the greatest

stretching of the received signal, and therefore the largest TMIN.

Figures 8-6(a)-(c) were generated from identical cases except for the

depth of the receiver. They show that TAIIN is sensitive to changes in h, partic-

ularly when the source is moving towards the receiver, and il equals 1 or 1.5.

The cases used to generate Figs. 8-6(e)-(f) are identical except for the

modulation frequency of the laser. As would be expected, these figures show

that TAIN decreases as the frequency increases. Also, the data for these cases

indicate that TI IN acts almost as if it were inversely proportional to f, regard-

less of the Mach number.

Figures 8-6(a), (d), and (e) represent identical situations except for the

source-to-receiver range. These figures show that TM IN is not particularly sensi-
.'V tive to changes in ro.

From these results we conclude that the time property TMIN is sensitive

to changes in h, f, Al, and 0o. In addition, the manner in which TMIN varies

with respect to f, Al, and 00 is quite evident.

8-1.5 MAXIMUM PERIOD, TMAX

Figure 8-7 shows the results for TMAX, the maximum period in the

received signal. Figures 8-7(a)-(g) show that TMAX is very sensitive to changes

in 60 and Al. As for the previous properties, TMAX is not sensitive to changes

in 00 when the laser is stationary. All the graphs in Fig. 8 -7 indicate that TA.\

is least sensitive to changes in A! when Oo = 900. Again, for this case the Mach

nimbier as seen by the receiver is nearly equal to zero for the diiation of lie piise:

'

.~ .~ ~ ~ l
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therefore the sound appears to be generated by an almost stationary source. How-

ever, the data for these cases do show that TMAX generally increases slightly

as the velocity of the laser increases. Like TMIN, TMAX increases rnonotoni-

cally (with respect to Al) when the laser is moving away from the receiver. The

largest value of TMAX in all cases occurs when 00 = 1800 and A = 2. since this

combination induces the greatest stretching of the received signal.

Figures 8-7(a)-(c) represent identical cases except for the depth of the

receiver. They show that TMAX is sensitive to changes in h, and especially when

j.> c.

The cases used to generate Figs. 8-7(e)-(g) are identical except for

the modulation frequency of the laser. Like TM IN, TAAX decreases as the

frequency increases, and also acts almost as if it were inversely proportional to f.

Figures 8-7(a), (d), and (e) were generated by identical situations except

for the source-to-receiver range. These figures show that TMAX is not particu-

larly sensitive to changes in r0 .

From these results we conclude that the time property TMAX is sensi-

tive to changes in the parameters h, f, Al, and 0. Also, like TMIN, the manner

in which TAAX varies with respect to f, Al, and 00 is very evident.

8-1.6 AVERAGE PERIOD, TAVE

Figure 8 -8 shows the results for TAVE, the average of all periods in the

received signal. Like the two previous time properties, TA'E is very sensitive

to chaiiges in Po and M. Also, TAI/E is least sensitive to changes in Al whci

o !-90', but t he dat a for these cases indicate that 7AI J. increases slight ly as

11 increases. Like "MIN and TA!AX, TAVE increases monotonicallv (with

respect to If) when the laser is inoving away from the receiver. In all cass, tle
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largest value of TAVE occurs when 00= 1800 and Al =2, sinrce this combination

of parameters induces the greatest elongation of the received signal.

Figures 8-8(a)-(c) were generated from identical cases except for the

depth of the receiver. These figures show that TAVE is sensitive to h, particularly

when il equals 1 or 1.5, and the source is moving towards the receiver.

The cases used to generate Figs. 8-8(e)-(g) are identical except for the

modulation frequency of the laser. Like TMIN and TMAX, TAVE decreases as

the modulation frequency increases, and also behaves almost as if it were inversely

proportional to f.

Figures 8-8(a), (d), and (e) represent identical situations except for tlh

source-to-receiver range. These figures show that TAVE is not very sensitive to

changes in r0 .

From these results we conclude that TAVE is sensitive to changes in

the parameters h, f, Al, and ( o, and that its behavior, like TMIN and TM AX,

with respect to changes in f, Al, and 0o is very evident.

8-2 PRESSURE RELATED PROPERTIES

The pressure related properties are those which are acquired from the

pressure peak or the root mean square pressure: PPE', PI?,f ., and PPh/P?.

8-2.1 PRESSURE PEAK, PP', AND ROOT MEAN SQTARE P1R ES-

SURE, PIM,S"

Figure 8 9 shows the results for I'Jx', the absolute pak pressiarc of the

r+'(,ivCl signal. Figuires 8 9(a) (g) show that Ph is vervnseritiv, oatg,' iu

(,,)(, awl 11. llowevcr, notice, that lIYh is not senlsitive, to chatll<,s ill C,,, whenl ilt,

laser is statimiary'. Also., P is least , wilsidive o l l ll f ,. ill .11 wv cu ,,,il l"
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since at this point the sound initially appears to l)e generated by a stationary

source. Figures 8-9(a)-(g) also show that. PfA' is less sensitive to changes in

-N1? .1.I when the laser is moving away from the receiver, and that generally PPK\

decreases under these conditions as A! increases.

Figures 8- 9(a)-(c) represent identical cases except for the depth of the

receiver. From these three graplis one sees that PPK generally increases as 1!

increases when Al equals 0.5 or 2, and decreases with increasing h when 1l equals

or !.5.

-, The cases used to generate Figs. 8 )(e) (g) are identical except for

the modulation frequency of the laser. These figures show that PPA" gener-

ally increases as f increases. This result can be explained by the fact that the

magnit ulde of the time derivative of the laser intensity (which drives the pressure)

increases as increases.

Figures 8 9(a), (d), and (e) were generated from identical situations

except for the source-to-receiver range. These figures show that PI'K generally

m,, - decreases as r 0 increases due to spherical spreading.

From these results we conclude that the absolute peak pressure is sensi-

tive to changes in all of the parameters.

The results for PItJ S are shown in Fig. 8 10. The pat terns of behavior

*;"t_.R. as parameters are varied are i(entical for PI?.I S and Pl''. IHenc N we (oclu(de

0 t hat t'll.s K is senilt ve Io change's in all t he plarii T1l01s.

8--2.2 PRESSURE RATIO, I'/A1,1.

lh, ho 'iillt, fr l'l'l/F ? .'lK" are sluow ii Fig. 11. Figri s ,S i I(a)

g(t) slhow t hat lP Ah! T 10.II' is Imt , i w live to c(i mIutc il C', ;tl(l .11. like dllI: ,,fill(' rl(,vioIs plojrlie' . tl'h'ltH.Wl.,IS is ,Iot eisil lc to c(ll1II(< s ill I1i, ;luhi ,

% %%
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60 when the laser is stationary. Also, notice that PPK/PRMS is sensitive to

changes in Al even when Oo=9Oo.

Figures 8-l(a)-(c) represent identical cases except for the depth of the

receiver. From these three graphs one sees that PPK/PRMS is very sensitive

• ' "to changes in h, but that its sensitivity to changes in h decreases as h increases.

The cases used to generate Figs. 8-11(e) -(g) are identical except for the

modulation frequency of the laser. These figures show that PPKI/PRMS is quite

sensitive to changes in f. In particular, PPK/PRM S seems to be more sensitive

to changes in f when the laser is moving towards the receiver.

Figures 8-11(a), (d), and (e) were generated from identical situations

except for the source-to-receiver range. They show that PPK/PRMS is very

sensitive to changes in r0 .

From these results we conclude that the ratio PPK/PRMS is sensitive

to changes in all the parameters. In fact., it is the mos sensitive measure studied.

' p

a-.:



CHAPTER 9

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This part of the report has discussed a numerica. investigation of the

generation of underwater sound by a moving high power laser source. The acoustic

signal generated by the moving laser was studied in detail. Properties of the signal

were identified and the manner in which these properties change with respect to

source and receiver parameters was quantified. This information identified the

aspects of the sound signal that are least and most susceptible to change.

A computer program called MTS, written by Berthelot,"9 with modi-

fications suitable for this project, was used to numerically predict the received

acoustic signal. This computer program is based on the time domain approach

discussed in Chapter 1.

The parameters of the source which were varied were the modulation

frequency, f, of the laser intensity and the velocity, v, or Mach number, 1 = v/c,

of the laser beam on the surface of the water. The source-receiver geometrical

paraniiters which were varied were the initial distance between the source and

receiver, ro, the initial horizontal angle, 0, and the depth of the receiver, h.

The values of the parameters were carefully chosen to cover the whole range of

physically realizable situations. All possible combinations of the parameters were

used, resulting in a total of 675 cases.

97
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The properties of the received acoustic signal which were examined may

be placed into two categories: time related and pressure related properties. The

related properties oft he acoustic signal which were numerically investigated

were the duration of the received signal TD, the time at which the absolute peak

pressure occurs TPA', the maximum period in the signal TA! AX, the minimum

period TMIN, the average of all periods TAVE, and the time inversion prop-

e-rt TIt'/TDI). The pressure related properties studied were the absolute peak

pressure I'tIh. the root mean square pressure of the acoustic signal J'RMS,, and

the pressure ratio IKPh/' S.

The results showed that TfD is very sensitive to changes in the initial

horizontalangle, oo, and the Mach number, 11. of the laser beam on the surface

of the water. However, TI) is not sensitive to changes in the angle O0 when the

source is stationary. Also. TD is least sensitive to changes in If when (o - 900 In

the case when o =900, the Mach number as seen by the receiver, R01, is initially

equal to zero, and remains approximately equal to zero for the duration of the

laser pulse. To the receiver, then, the sound essentially appears to be generated

by a stationary source. Hence the duration of the received pulse is relatively

constant.

It was also found that TD increases monotonically (with respect to il)

as the laser moves away from the receiver. The maximum duration of the received

signal occurs when t lie laser is moving directly away from the receiver. The results
. also showed that T[D is most sensitive to changes in M when the laser is moving

directlY towards the receiver, or directly away from the receiver. However, the

0O.1 re,,,ults showed that ID.) is very insensitive to changes in the parameters r 0 ,
and h.

From these results it was concluded that TI) is dependenit on the apparent

Ot
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speed of the source. In terms of geometrical parameters, this means that the

duration of the received signal is highly dependent on 00 and Al.

Like the time property TD, the results showed that TPK is quite sensi-

live to changes in po arid M. For a stationary source, TPK, like TD, is not

a function of 00. When the laser is moving directly towards the receiver, the

results showed that TPA' decreases as HA! goes from 0 to 1, and increases as

1.1! goes from 1 to 2. This is a result of the signal being compressed in time,

as 10! = I is approached from below and above. It was found that TPK is not

svmmet ric about RAI = 1. A second effect. resulting from inversion of the signal

when 10f > 1, skews the curve.

The results also showed that TPK is sensitive to changes in It, especially

when the velocity of the laser on the surface of the water is greater than the speed

of sound in water. It was also found that TPK is sensitive to changes in .f. even

when 11=0. Except when AI=0, TPK is sensitive to changes in r0 , and more so

when v, > c. From these results it was concluded that TPK is sensitive to changes

in all the parameters.

The results showed that the time inversion property, TPK/TD, is gener-

ally not sensitive to changes in - o when t <c, but is quite sensitive to changes in

o, when r > c, and the laser is moving towards the receiver. Also, TPK/TD is

generally not sensitiv to changes in A! when the laser is moving away from the

rV,.i ver. but is eniintve to changes in Al when the laser is moving towards the

je',c'vr. TFIc restilts also, showed that TPIC/TD is fairly insensitive to changes

and 1, ll th,ese reullts it was concluded that, the received signal is

e ravily t it invelted when t lhe laser %',ociY is greater than the sound speed, and

is 111(,v.'ig towarils ille ' j,'(, -, . Ill adlition, the level of irlie inversion is highly

let ldhenlt , (1 and . .

1 V
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The property TMIN was found to be quite sensitive to changes in ;0 and

JI. However, TMIN is not sensitive to changes in 0o when the laser is stationary.

Also, no change in TMIN was detected as Al was varied when 00=90° . Again,

for this case the signal appears to be generated by an almost stationary source.

The results also showed that TMIN is particularly sensitive to changes in the

velocity of the laser when it is moving directly towards and away from the receiver.

It was also found that TMIN increases monotonically (with respect

to ./) when the laser is moving away from the receiver. The largest value of

TIIN occurs when the laser is moving directly away from the receiver, since

this condition produces the greatest stretching of the received signal.

The results showed that TMIN is sensitive to changes in h, particularly

when the source is moving towards the receiver, and M equals 1 or 1.5. As

expected, TMIN was found to act almost as if it were inversely proportional to

f, regardless of the Mach number. The results also showed that TMIN is not

particularly sensitive to changes in r0 .

The patterns of behavior as parameters were varied for TMAX and

TAVE were found to be practically identical to those of TM IN. The only

difference in their behavior was found to occur when 0 = 900. When 00 = 90 ' ,

both TA! AX and TAVE were found to increase slightly as M was increased.

From these results, it was concluded that TIAX and TAVE are sensi-

tive to changes in the parameters It, f, Al, and 00. Furthermore, the manner in

which 7A.1AX and TAVE vary with respect to f, M, and 0 is very evident.

MThe numerical results showed that PPK is very sensitive to changes in

oo. However, PPK was found to be insensitive to changes in 0 when the laser

is stationary, since at this point, the sound initially appears to be generated by a

stationary source. Also, PPK is less sensitive to changes in Al when the laser is
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moving away from the receiver, and generally decreases under these conditions.

The results also showed that PPK' generally increases as h increases and

as f increases. The latter can be explained by the fact that the magnitude of the

time derivative of the laser intensity (which drives the pressure) increases as f

increases. Furthermore, the results showed that PPK generally decreases as r0

increases. This decrease is due to spherical spreading. From these results it was

concluded that PPK is sensitive to changes in all of the parameters.

The results for PIMS showed that its patterns of behavior as parame-

ters are varied are identical to those of PPK. It was concluded that PRMS is

sensitive to changes in all the parameters.

Finally, the results showed that PPK/PRMS is very sensitive to changes

in 0 and Al. Like all of the previous properties, PPK/PRMS is not sensitive

to changes in the angle 50 when the laser is stationary. Also, PPK/PRA!S was

found to be sensitive to changes in M even when 0o = 9 0 ' . The results also showed

that PPK/PRMS is very sensitive to changes in h and r0 . Furthermore, it was

found that PPK/PRMS is quite sensitive to changes in f, especially when the

laser is moving towards the receiver. From these results it was concluded that the

ratio PPK/PRMS is sensitive to changes in all the parameters, and that this

measure is more sensitive than any other studied.

Taken as a whole, this numerical study has shown that 00 and 1f are the

iost critical parameters, affecting virtually all of the received signal properties.

In addition, f is a critical parameter for all of the pressure related properties. and

the time related properties derived from the zero crossing of the received signal.

lence, if thierioacoustic generation of sound is to be used for con i i Wat on,

extr,,ie care must be taken that 'i, 00, and f are well known.
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